Administrative Procedure 15.6 - Attachment D
Movement through Salary Ranges as a result of Transfer or Demotion with
Different Progression, Anniversary, Performance Systems

Anniversary/Progression Systems
Eligibility for increase based on a specific date generally determined by hire date or last promotion, whichever is later.

* AFSCME
* MAPE
* MLEA
* MGEC
* MNA
* Special Teachers
* MMA
* Commissioner’s Plan
  State Patrol Supervisors
* Commissioner’s Plan
  NR Dist Supv Enforcement

Performance Systems
Eligibility for annual salary increase based on performance on dates specified in the plans.

* Commissioner’s Plan
  Includes Medical Specialists (excludes State Patrol and DNR Enforcement Supervisors)
* Managerial Plan

From: Anniversary/Progression
Eligibility for increase based on a specific date generally determined by hire date or last promotion, whichever is later.

To: Blank

Anniversary/Progression
No change in anniversary/progression date.

Performance
Eligible for increase on date specified in plan.

Last date eligible for performance increase is anniversary date.

Eligible for increase on date specified in plan.